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Novembe
r minute 
81

Public Participation Question from Mr Payne 
of clearance of leaves 
from public drainage 
points to avoid flooding 

Guy Riddoch

January 
Update

The Borough Council sweeps the leaves from the roads and 
pavements on behalf of the County Council. They pay for two, possibly 
three sweeps each autumn, depending on conditions. We are able to 
respond to additional requests by members of the public for a local 
sweep if conditions get particularly bad. With regard to the drains, the 
County Council perform this function directly, so residents should 
report any blocked drains to HCC. The easiest way to do this is via 
their Report It pages at:
https://www.hants.gov.uk/transport/roadmaintenance/roadproblems/flo
oding

Novembe
r minute 
81

Public Participation Question from Mr Payne 
on how residents could 
be assured that vehicles 
were validly parked 
following the introduction 
of digital permits 

Sarah King

January 
Update

The new MiPermit system enables much more robust enforcement, 
because we have real time information of registered users. The new 
system allows our enforcement officers to spot-check at any time 
during their daily patrols all registered users, and it takes only 
seconds. If a vehicle is parked without a registered permit, then 
enforcement would continue as normal. The database will very soon 
build up a picture of where unregistered vehicles park most often, 
allowing us to target our enforcement patrols more effectively. If 
residents have concerns about unfamiliar cars parking they can report 
them in the same way and we will be able send a patrol to check as 
we currently do in response to cars without valid paper permits.
 
It is for the above reasons, combined with the considerably improved 
ease of use for customers, that virtual permits systems are becoming 
more and more common in other local authorities. Other authorities tell 
us that the level of customer satisfaction with the overall system has 
improved significantly following introduction. 
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